The information contained in this report was submitted pursuant to 49 CFR §573
Supplier Identification:

Component Manufacturer:

- Name: JINHAP
- Address: 42, Munpyeongse-ro Daedeok-gu Daejeon FOREIGN STATES
- Country: Korea, Republic of

Chronology:

On August 8, 2018, Hyundai Motor Company (“HMC”) discovered a torn Side Curtain Airbag (“SCAB”) during an NCAP crash test conducted in Europe. Initial observations indicated the SCAB could have become damaged due to interference with the bolts used to install the airbag to the body of the vehicle. HMC searched past crash test records and did not find any previous instances of a torn SCAB during deployment. HMC immediately began preparation to conduct further testing to confirm this condition in the subject vehicles.

On September 3, 2018, HMC conducted internal crash testing and replicated the condition of damage to the SCAB due to interference from the mounting bolts. HMC notified all regional distributors of vehicles using these specific bolts and informed them of their findings. After conducting its own search of related field information, HMA convened its Technical Committee on October 2, 2018 and decided to conduct a voluntary safety recall to address the condition in the subject vehicles.

To date, Hyundai is unaware of any incidents, crashes, or injuries related to this condition.

Description of Remedy:

- Description of Remedy Program: Hyundai Motor America plans to notify owners of affected vehicles to return their vehicles to their Hyundai dealers to install a protective cover onto the SCAB installation bolts. This procedure will be performed at no charge.

- How Remedy Component Differs from Recalled Component: NR

- Identify How/When Recall Condition was Corrected in Production: Bolts produced with rounded corners on the bolt head were used in vehicle production beginning August 20, 2018 at HMMA.

Recall Schedule:
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Description of Recall Schedule: Dealer and owner notifications will begin by late November 2018.

Planned Dealer Notification Date: NOV 30, 2018 - NOV 30, 2018

Planned Owner Notification Date: NOV 30, 2018 - NOV 30, 2018

* NR - Not Reported
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